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Strategic Overview
As Puja Mohindra entered the final stages for the post 
production for her web series, she procured our group for 
media relations and social media content and curation.  
With 30 days out from the release and a new to some 
audiences, but must-know content creator and series, we 
would have to be dogmatic yet delicate in our approach 
with earned media.  Our digital visibility would have to 
communicate a presence longer and larger than our actual 
social existence and target a combination of both 
industry insiders and everyday consumers.  Both would 
have to align and move in tandem in order to support the 
tactics of the other; media outlets would visit the page 
in consideration of placement and drive followers to 
social. Social would guide the narrative in real-time. 
With two diverse yet savvy audiences in the media 
ecosystem, we were enthusiastic for wins that included 
key successes; multiple national placements, Chicago-area 
placements and 100 percent increase in social presence.   
The results surpassed both our and the client’s goals. 



15M
Media Impressions Across

Digital, National, Local Audiences

Audience Insights
50% of media outlets were 
national digital publications

30% were local chicago 
audiences and 20% were 
niche (Asian American, 
Indian, Women) 

Media relations

http://wgnradio.com/2018/04/30/geetas-guide-to-moving-on-creator-and-star-puja-mohindra-i-feel-so-grateful-to-be-a-storyteller-in-this-moment-in-time/
https://www.bitchmedia.org/review/geetas-guide-to-moving-on
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/soloish/wp/2018/04/25/going-through-a-breakup-this-new-web-series-geetas-guide-to-moving-on-gets-it/?utm_term=.ce0c9a523c49


Social media
Instagram was the primary driver of conversation 
around Geeta's Guide To Moving On; we focused our 

efforts and messaging on building a go-to 
presence, from scratch, with support on Twitter 

and Facebook.

199
Organic followers to 
the branded 
Instagram page

23
Original content 
posts

Over A Dozen
Mentions of GGTMO from 
reputable news sources 
on social.



736
Views of the GGTMO 
Launch Day Instagram 

Story!

Audience Insights
68% of @geetasguide 
followers are women, 
compared to only 32% 
of men.

36% of followers are 
based in Chicago, 
followed by L.A. (8%), 
New York (4%), San 
Francisco (4%) and 
Philadelphia (2%). 

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1IGZk5AhqQkRLmOpkLFuHHAHHs14I0g0F/preview


      Thank you!




